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・　　　　　　　Nineteen　ninety－five　nユarked　sixteen　years　since　th｛∋introduction　of　car　telephone　services
　　　　and　eight　years　since　the　introducticn　of　mobile　phon6　services　in　Japan．　In　that　year　mobile
　　　　phone　subscription　in　Japan　sねrted　to　grow　rapidly，　increas｛ng　to　IO　mi11｛on　from　a　mere　4　million
　　　　in　the　preceding　year．　This　was　largely　due　to　the　significant　decrease　in　initial　sign・up’and
　　　　monthly　fees（Nakamura　2001a：47・8）．　In　2003，　the　number　of　subscr三bers　reached　80　million　and
　　　　the　penetration　rate　reached　63．9％．
　　　　　　　　In七he　process　of　such　rapid　market　penetration，　the　capacities　and　features　of　mobile　phones
　　　　also　expanded　considerably．　For　instance，　in　1999，　NTT　DoCoMo，　the　Ieading　mobile　service
　　　　provider　in　Japan，　introduced　1－7node，　wkich　enabled　peoPle　to　access　the　internet　frGm　their
　　　　mobiIe　phones，　This　was　followed．by　the　introducti。n　of　the　W－CDMA　format　3G　mobile　phohe
　　　　　in　2001．　As　a　result　of　theSe　technologibal　innovations，　mobiIe　phone　users　in　Japan　currently
　　　　　enjoy　various　mobile　internet　services　including‘global　pesitioning　system（GPS），　Java　applica・
　　　　tiorls，　picture　and　video　mai1，　as　well　as　standafd　email　and　web　broNvsing　services’（lsh三i　2004：
　　　　　43），
　　　　　　．．The　rapid　growth　in　subscription　and　the　technological　innovations　in　the　decade　suggest廿1at
　　　　　aconSiderable　number　of　people　fron・1　different　socio・econom1c　backgrounds　use　their　mobile
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phones　in　various　ways．　Quantitative　research　conducted　in　Japan　have　found　such　different　ways
of　using　mobile　phones　to　be　particularly、in　accordance　with　differences｛n　gender，　age　and
marital　sta加s（Okada　et　al．2000；Matsuda　2001；Hashimoto　et　a1．2000）．　Considering　the
diversified　ways　of　using　mobile　phones　amollg　various　subjects，　this　paper　intends　to　clarify　who，
and　ill　what　contexts　peoPle　use　mobile　phones．　Particular　attention　will　be　given　to　Japanese
housewives，　or　shttfu，　who　are　taking　care　of　infants．　The　purpose　of　thls　paper　is　therefore　to
l11ustrate　niobile　phone　use　by　Japanese　housewives　during　the　period　of　infant　care　in　thelr
everyday　lives，　and　to　subsequently　analyze　such．use　with　respect　to　their　everyday　lives．
　　　　In　o1’der　to　undetstand　the　meaning　and　role　of廿le　new　technologies　in　people’s　Iives，　it｛s
necessary　to　recognize㌻hat‘how　one　experiences工CTs　is　not　completely　predetermined　by
teclmological　functienality　or　public　representatiorls；it　is　also　structured　by　the　social　context
into　which　it　is　received’（Haddon　2003二47）．　The　new　technologies　are　appropriated　by　the
consumers　within　the　specific　context　of　the　existing　patterns　of　social　relations　and　norrns．　It
is　therefore　significant　to　take　into　account　the　social　and　cultural　context　within　which　Japanese
housewives　take　care　of　infants　when　we　examine　their　experiences　using　mobile　phone．
　　　The　significant　context　that　shapes　the　lives　and　identities　of　Japanese　housewives　during　the
infants　care　pe1’iod　is　the　considerable　concentration　of　the　responsibilities　inherent　to　child　care
on　women．　The　underlying　characteristic　of　child　care　in　present　day　Japan　is　that　not　only　are
womerl　cpnsidered　key　providers　of　childcare，　but　that　Iittle　s叩Port　is　provided　for　women　who
are　taking　care　of　infants（Ochiai　et　aI．2eO4）．　This　condition　leads　Japanese　housewives　to　tal｛e
ca1・e　of　their　infants　in　a　soc1ally　isolated　environment，　Moreover，　tlle　parental　norm　that
actualizes　the　considerable　concentration　of　responsibilities　of　child　Care　on　women　ma1｛es　it
difficult　for　them’to　have　different　social　identities　other　than　mothers　and　wives．　By　illustrating
how　Japanese　housewives　use　thei1’mobile　phones　in　their　everyday　Iives　and　how　they　reorganize
their　relationships　with　their　fe110w　housewives　and　their　kin，　this　paper　will　examine　the　effects
of　their　mob童le　phone　use　upon　tlleir　social　relations　and　identitles　with｛n　this　specific　social　and
cultural　context．
　　　The　present　study　on　mobile　phone　use　by’　Japanese　housewives　is　part　of　a　broader　concern
with‘the　highly　gendered　character　of　our　relations　to　technology’（Silverstone　and　Hirsch　1992：
3；cf．　Raknow　and　Navarro　1993；Sφrensen　et　al，2000）．　Although　quite　a　few　studies　have　been
conducted　on　mobile　phone　use　in　Japan，　the　focus　of　much　of　this　research　has　been　on　the　u5e
by　youth（e、g．　Okada　et　al．2GOO；Tsuji　2003　；　Nakamura　2001b；Nakajima　et　al．1999；Yoshii　2001；
Ito　and　Okabe　2003；cf．　Matsuda　2005a）．・This　trend　is　understandable　when　we　consider　the　fact
that　rnobile　telephony　is　widely　adopted　by　youth　in　genera1，　and　the　widespread　concerns　with
its　role　in‘the　emancipation　of　the　teen’（Ling　2004：86）．　However，　aside　from　some　analysisbased
on　survey　results（eg．　Matsuda　2005b；2002；2001；Ha3himoto　et　al．2000），　there　are　few　studies
that　relate　Japanese　mobile　phone　use　in　everyday　Iife　to　the　gender　norms　and　relationship§．
　　　Anotable　exception　is　Dobashi’s　study　on　the　mobile　phone　usb　of　Japanese　housewives．
Based　on　the　interviews　with　housewives　living　in　central　Tokyo　and　the　northern　areas　of
Yokohama，　located　near　Tokyo，　he　pointed　out　that　the　mobile　phone　is‘extremely　suitable
．1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－110一
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techDology　for　many・housewives　whose　responsibilities　are　multilinear　and　require　mobillty’
（Dobashi　2005：224），　He　also　noted　that　it　reproduces　the　traditional　gender　division　of　labor　and
power　relationships　in　the　Japanese　households，　both　by　enabling　the　house“ris，es　to　colllllユunicate
with　their　kln　or　friends　during　the　intervals　between　their　multilinear　tasks，　and　by　developillg
an　affinity　for　housewives　with　mo1〕ile　phones　as　opposed　to　wid、　personal　computers．
　　　　This　paper　further　expleres　the　issues　concerning　relationships　between　gender　relations　and
mobile　phones　use　developed　in　Dobashi’s　study，　by　focusing　on　Japanese　houseぎvives　at　their
particular　life　stage．　Studies　on　Japanese　families　indicated　that　the　gender　division　of　labor
appears　most　significantly　during　the　period　of　infant　care（e．g」naba　2005：51）．　Attentive　to　both
the　gender　roles　at　the　particular　Iife　stage　and　the　social　context　of　the　infallt　care　in　Japan，　this
study　examines　their　mobile　phone　use　in　respect　to　the　infant　care　in　a　socia1】y　isolated
environment　and　its　consequent　effects　on　their　identity　formation　as　mother　or　wives・
　　　　The　paper　will　first　briefly　discuss　the　contextuaI　factors　that　shape　their　infant　care　in
contemporary　Japan，　and　then　analyze　the　mobile　phone　use　of　the　housewives　ill（1）housework／
childcare　routines，②extending　and　maintaining　thei｛’networks　of　felIow　mothers，　and（3）the
management　of　their　reユations　with　their　ldn，　especial正y　in－laws．　In　the　final　part　of　this　paper，
tlle　effects　of　their　mobile　phone　use　on　their　identities　will　be　discussed．
Methodo［ogy　　　　’　　　　　　　　　　・
　　　This　paper　is　not　aimed　at　presenting　a　general　picture　of　mobile　phone　use　of　Japanese
housew三ves，　but　rather，　through　case　stud量es　of　their　detailed　lives　gathered　in　Niigata　City・a
prefectural　capital，10cated　northeast　of　Tokyo，　it　is　aimed　at　illustrating　the　individua1　ways　how
they　have　appropriated　the　mobile　telephony　to　cope　with　a　variety　of　difficulties　associated　with
their｛nfant　care．　The　difficulties　that廿1ey　face　during　the　period　of　infant　care　certainly　take
place　under　the　structural　conditions　of　child　rearing　ill　Japan，　but　the　features　of　these　show
subtle　differences　depending　on　the　localities　of　research　site，　the　class　informants　belong　to　alld
nature　of　their　respective　fanlily，　kinsh｛p　and　neighborhood　relations．　In　order　to　grasp　the
various　and　complex　processes　of　the　appropriatioll，廿1is　study　employed　a　qualitative　research
method，　enabling　the　researcher　to’develop　an　argument　based　oll　the　detail　of　ti）eir　lives・
　　　　In－depth　interviews　with　nine　Japanese　heusewives2　were　conducted：Eight　of　them　have　at
1east　one　preschool　child．　For　comparative　purposes，　one　childless　housewife　was　also　intervi－
ewed．　All　but　one　participants　reside　in　Niigata　City．　The　exception　resides　ill　a　small　town　south
of　Niigata　City．　Interviews　were　conducted　from　June　to　August　of　2005．　IIlterviews　ranged　fr⑪m
one－and－a－half　to　two－and・a・half　hours垣1ength．　Among　the　illterviewees，　there　are　five　fu11－time
housewives，　or　sel・tgyo曲瞬‘3，　three曲瞬’with　part－tilne　lobs，　and　one　full・tiI1ユe　employee　in　local
government　who　is　taking　child・care　leave．　The　participants　ranged　ill　age　from　their　early
twenties　to　their　late　thirties．　All　names　and　some　details　have　been　changed　in　order　to　protect
2　1nterviewees　we置℃introduced　by　my　students，　my　students’r¢latives，　my　wife　a”d　employ｛〕es　at　the　uIllv巴rsity
　where　I　am　teaching．　Interviews　were　conducted　in　the　various　settings　sucll　as　intervi巳wees7　house5，　my　house，
　meeting　rooms｛n　the　ullivel’3ity訓nd　restaul’allts・
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the　privacy　of　the　interviewees・
Women　and　Childrearing　in・Japan
　　　　It　has　been　said　that　the　division　of　labor　in　housework　is　significantly　imbalanced　between
the　sexes　in　Japan．　The　ratio　of　the　time　that　men　spend　on　houseworlc　to　that　of　women（women
asユOO％）are：Norway，54％，　Canada，52％，　Gertnany，50％，　the　United　States，49％，　France，47％
and　Japan，6％｛lwai　and工naba　2000：214）．　After　the　enactment　of　the　Equal　Employment
Opportunity　Law　ln　1986，　the　lack　of　participation　in　housework　by　men　has　been　repeatedly
criticized（lshii・Kuntz　2004：202）．工n　contemporary　Japan，　for　instance，　one　would　find　movements
by　advocacy　groups　to　promote　increased．active　involvernent　by　fathers　in　childcare　and　the
processes　in　which　those　active　family　men　resist　the　hegemonic　masculine　identity．and　redefine
their　masculinities（lshii・Kuntz　2003；cf．．Ishii－Kuntzユ993）．　Nevertheless，　statistical　data　shows
that　the　time　fathers　devote　to　childrearing　has　increased　only　slightly　within廿ヒe　last　decade
（Nagai　2004）．　Furthermore，　it　is　reported　that　Japanese　fathers　tend　to　shy　away　from　the　more
‘demanding’，‘time・consuming’and’troublesome’aspects　of　housework　associated　with　child
rearing（lwai　and　Inaba　2000｝．
　　　　The　significant　imba！ance　in　the　division　of　labor　between　husbands　and　wives　in　childrearing
is　reflected　in　the　pattern　of　womeゴs　participation　in　the　labor　market．　AIthough　the　fema】e
labor・force　par亡icipation　rate　in・Japan車as　gradually　increa8ed　since　the　1970sa，　a　substantiaI
number　of　women　resign　from・their　jobs　upon　pregnancy　in　order　to　become‘full・time　hous－
ewives’．　There　are　sti111arge　differences　in　the　Iabor－force　participation　rates　between　married
and　unmarried　women．　While　the　labor　participation　rate　of　unmarried　women　in　the　25　to　34　age
group　was　approximately　90％in　2004，　that　of　married　worpen・in　the　same　age　group　was
approximately　50％〔The　Ministry　of　Health，　Labour　and　Welfare　2005），　Among　women　who　had
jobs　one　year　before　givlng　birth　to　their　first　children，67．4％became‘jobless’after　their　giving
birth（The　Gender　Equality　Bureau　2003a）．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．　　　　　．
　　　　Recently，　a　changing　consciousness　regarding　how　people　regard　the　participation　of　women
in　the　iabor　market　has　been　become　observable．　In　a　survey　conducted　by　the　Cabinet　Office
（Gender　Equal玉ty　Bureau　20e3b｝，　asking‘your　opinion　regarding　women・having　jobs’｛a　multiple
choice’曹浮?唐狽奄盾氏j，　the　percentage　of　female　respondents　who　answered　that‘it　is　b巳tter　for　women
to　continue　their　jobs　after　having　their　children’　increased　from　18．0％in　1982　to　41．0％in　2QO25．
However，　the　percentage　of　the　female　respondents　who　answered廿1at‘it　is　better　for　women　to
quit　worlcing　when　they　have　children　and　start　working　again　after．raising　them’decreased　only
slightly　from　43．5％to　40．9％in　the　same　period6．　From　this　surveY　result，　we　can　assume　that
3The　social　categories　that　the　term‘hou5ewife，　in　English　indicate　and　the　o肥that．‘Sii’tf｝〆in　Japanese　indica．te
　have　subt】e　diff巳rences　ln　some　resp巳cts．　IE「hile　sintLf｝’usuaH｝・means　women　who　st臼y　at　home　to　do　housewerk，
　it　sometimes　refers　to　married　women（but　not　divorced）in　glen巳ral．　That　is　why　it　i呈neOes盟ry　to　distinguish　tlie
　term‘ξu】1－time・housewife，’or　se，18yoε1‘瞬‘，　from　the　term　sh’tft‘in　general　that　may　refer　to　the　married　s、・om已n
　who　also　wor】｛01」tsiCle　the　h⑪me．　In　this　paper，　the　term　s’leMflt　or』ou5ewlfe　refers　to　married　ivomen　in’generaL
4　The　female　Iabor・force　parti．cipation　rate　in　Japan　was　significantly｝1igh．at　the　beginning　of　the　twentieth
　century，　It　continuously　declined　until　1975，　when　it　began亡o　increase　again〔Qchiai　2004：25・7）．
5The　percentage　of　n〕ale　respondents　who　chos已this　answer　in　2002　was’38．4％、
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women　tend　to　think廿1at　on　the　one　hand　it　is　good　for　women　to　work，　but　on　the　other，　the
mothering　of　infants　by‘ful1－time　housewives’is　also　va！uable’．
　　　In　addition　to　such　a　significant　role　of　women　in　childrearing　both　in　practice　and　in
perception，　it　is　repol・ted　that　Japanese　women　obtain　less　assistance　for　childrearing　from
relatives　and　paid－wor1｛ers　than　their　counterparts　in　other　countries．　According　to　a　compara・
tive　study．@recently　conducted　across　East　Asian　countries，　Japanese　mothers　enjoy　the　least
‘support’for　childrearing　from　their　husbands，　kin§hip　networks　and　paid　domestic　workers，
respectively．　Japanese　housewives　take　care　of　their　infants　with　relatively　uロdependable
assistance　from　their　relatives　and　husbands，　and　with　various　forms　of　institutional　support　that
are　not　highly　developed．　As　a　result，　childrearing　in　Japan　is　carried　out　almost　entirely　by
mothers（Ochiai　et　a1．2004）．　While　such　a　concentration　of　responslbility　for　childrearing　on
women　has　forced　many　mothers　to　abandon　their　careers，　it　also　leads　women　to　raise　cbildren
in　a　socially　isolated　environment．　This　social　iso】ation　of　women　during　the　period　ef　infant　care
is　considered　a　major　cause　of　mothers’childcare　stress，　or鵡嬢ノi‘a，・1，　which　is　not　uncommon
among　Japanese　mothers（Makino　1982；1987）・
　　　　Moreover，　the　gender　norm　that　actualizes　the　significant　concentration　of　housework　on
women　ill　the　household　rnakes　it　difficult　for廿1em　to　have　social　identities　other　than　that　of
mother　or　wife．　According　to　a　survey　of　married　women　in　Tol〈yo，　which　asked　them　to‘choose
the　most　important　role　for　you’among‘mother’，‘wife｝，‘child’，‘the　woman　who　has　married　into
an　ie　or　an　extended　familゾor‘yome’，‘housewife’，‘working　person’or‘⑤3，01ettgyqjin’　and‘member
of　a　certain　social　activity，，　the　percentage　of　those　who　chose‘working　person’was　4．1％，　and
that　of　fu11－time　employees　was　15．2％．　In　contrast，　the　percentage　of　those．　who　chose‘mother’
or‘wife’was　82％，　and　that　of　full・time　ernployees　was　75％（王naba　1995）．　This　shows　that　their
identities　as　mothers　or　wives　have　great　significance，　even　among　rnarried　women　of　ful1・time
employees　in　Tokyo．　It　also　suggests　that　they　have　difficulty　forming　different，social　identities
other　than‘mother’or‘wife’．　This　could　be　especially　the　case　for　the　married　women　during　the
period．of　infant　care，　given　the　considerable　concentration　of　responsibilities　associated　with
childrearing　on肛10thers．
‘Always　with　kids　and　l　do　not　have　my　own　time’：Childrearing　and　Mobile　Phone　Use
　　　The　ways　in　which　interviewees　use　their揃obile　phones　are　closely　related　to　the　patterns
of　their　daily　housework．　This　is　well　illustrated　in　the　case　of　Yuka，　a　full－time　housewife，　who
is　raising　two　boys，　four　years　old　and　one　year　01d，　and　whose　husband　is’employed　in　a　company．
She　describes　a　typical　weekday’s　housework　as　follows：
・Th，　perc，ntag已。f　w。・・e・wh。・h。・・thi・al・s・v・・in　J・pa・1・high・・tha・tl1・t　i・。tl・e・c。・・亡・i…The　fig・z’es　in
th・f。11・wi・9・。・・t・i・s　a・・1・e・p・・ti・ely・Swede・・4・0％・PhilipPi鵬15・。％・th・．　U・lit・d　St・t・・，　IS3％・G・「ma叫㌔
　27ユ％，alld　Korea，38．6％．
7　Tile　percentages　of　iiiale　respondents　who　chose　the　answers‘wonlell　should　not　wer’lc㌔‘it　isbetter　for　wom｛∋n　to
　work　ulltiI　U肥y　get　married，　and・it　is　bette星・for　wonlen　to　work　until　they　have　kids’were　higher　than　those　of
　female　respondents，　This　data　shows山at　male　respondent5　va董ue　mothering　by‘ful1・ttme　hous已wlves7　morεthan
　female　respondients．
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Iwake　up　around　6：30，　First　of　a11，　I　wash　clothes，　prepare　brea1｛fast　and　clean　the　house．
Ifinish　this　up　by　the　time　1　send　my　kid　to　kindergarten｛the　kindergarten　bus　picks　him　up）
at．@around　g　o’clock＿After　sending　my　older　Idd　to§chool，工put　my　baby　to　sleep、　He　sleeps
for　an　llour．　When　he　is・sleeping，1　cook　lunch　and　prepare　supper．　When　he　wakes　up，　we
go　out　to　walk　around。　It　usually　ta1｛es　an　hour．　At　around　noon，　we　eat　Iunch．　After　lunch，
he　sleeps　for　about　an　hou1‘－and－a－half．　The　time　when　he　is　Sleeping　after　lunch　is　the　only
time　I　have　for　myself－．．　After　he　wakes　up，　I　fold　washed　clothes．　My　older　kid　comes　home
around　3；30．　I　give　him　snacks，　After　that，1　take　my　1〈ids　out．　Usually　they　play　in　the　play
area　in　front　of　eur　apartment．　There　are　about　five　other　mothers　and　children　・there　in　the
late　after“noon＿．　At　about　5：30，　we　go　home，　At　about　60’clock，　the　kids　eat　supper＿．After
that，　at　about　70’cto｛⊇k，　I　give　the　kids　a　l〕ath・Ieat　supPer　either　before　or　after　they　go　to
sleep，　but　sometinles　I　miss　rny　supper．　At　8：30，1　malce　them　sleep．　My　husband　comes　home
between　70，clock　arld工1‘　o’clock，　He　almost　always　goes　drinking　with　his　clients．　When　he
comes　heme，　what　he　does　is　ta1｛e　a　bath　and　go　to　sleep．　I　sometimes　wait　up　for　him，　but
sometimes　I　go　to　sleep　1〕efore　h色comes　back．
　　　亘er　husbaud’s　worldng　pattern　is　not　typical　among　those　of　the　other　interviewees，　Most
of　the　other　husbands　come　home　earlier　and　usually　do　more　housework．　However，　her　way　of
explaining　her　daily　hottsework　as‘alWays　with　kids　and　I　do　not　have　my　own　time’is　comrnon
amorlg　the　mothers，　The　following　comment　regarding　her　own　tlme　being　when　her　baby　fa11s
asleep　after　lunch，　demons亡rates　her　feeling　about　her　own　time　we11：
When　my　kid　is　sleeping，　I　watch　TV，　read　magazines　and　use　the　computer＿．　But　even　when
the　baby　is　sleeping，　it　is　not　unusual　for　me　to　do　housework，　such　as　pressing　clothes。　Yes，
it’s　like　reading　magazlne50r　novels　when　I　find　a　moment＿．　When　I　go　through　a　few　pages
of　a　rnagazine　after　pressing　clothe§，　my　baby　wakes　up，　it’s　like　that．
　　　　The　Iack　of　the　time　for　theniselves　away　from　their　children　during　the　period　of　infant　care
reflects　the　general　pattern　of　childrearing，　According　to　a　survey　of　mothers　who　have　children
under　three　in　a　prefecture　capltal　in　western　Japan，　more　than　80％of　the　mothers　spend－less
than　four　hours　a　week　away　frem　their　children　to　do　things　fer　their　own　selves（Na1｛atani　2004：
56）、
　　　　Their　daily　routines　influence　their　mobile　phone　use　in　the　following　two　respects．　Firstly，
during　the　interviews，　it　was　found　that　they　prefer　Inobile　phone　mail　to　e－mail　from　their
persenal　computers．　Mobile　phone　mail　was　first　introduced　in　1997．　UnHke‘short　message’，　its
predecessor，　it　enables　people’to　exchange　rnessages　with　su1〕scribers　of　different　mobile　service
providers．　Furthe：more，　by　mobi！e　phone　mail，　peop玉e　can　send　longer　messages　and　attach．
pictures　and　video．　However，　as1de　from　the　capacitアto　send　pictures　and　video，　Japanese　users
perceive‘littfe　differ号nces　between　text　messages　sent　as　short　messages　and　those　sent　as
動tεrnet　e・mail［through　mobi三e　phones］’，　and　they　‘refer　to　both　as｝7昭加‘（maiD’（工to　2005：35）．
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　　　It　is　not　necessarily　common　for　thein　to　have　and　use　the　PCs　in　their　everyday　lives．　In　fact，
an　interviewee　insisted　tl）at　she　has　never　used　a　PC，　though　she　is　planning　to　buy　one　in　order
to　make　their　new－year’s　greeting　cards，　However，　even　if　they　get　used　to　using　PGs，　and
recognize　the　difflculties　associated　with　t｝アping　in　mobile　phone　mai1，　upoll　becoming　mothers
they　usually　come　t6　communicate　through肌obile　pholle　mail　rather　than　e・mail　from　PCs，　An
interviewee　who　bought　a　PC　when　they　got　marrled　said，‘Recently，　I　am　sending　arld　receiving
“mair’mostly　by　nユobile　phone．　For　what　do　1　use　our　PC？［Pausel　Yes，　I　use　it　to　buy　things．，
　　　The　reasons　why　those　who　occasionaIly　use　t1、eir　PCs　prefer　mobile　phone　niail　are　well
illustrated　in　the　fo】10wing　comment；
Miho：Ithink，　to　start　up　a　PC　you　needs　leiai｛mtich　power　or　a　strong　spirit）．　On　tlle　other
hand，　we　can　use　mobile　phones　anywhere　and　allYtillle．　When　I　am　waiting　for　semetlユhlg，
Icandoit，
　　　They　emphasized　the　feature　of　rnobile　phones　being　able　to　use‘anywhere　and　anytime’、　As
we　saw　in　the　case　of　Yuka，　their　daily　routines　are　tightly　organized　and　they　have　to　perform
avariety　of　housework　duties　one　aft母r　another．　It　is　in　this　context　that　the　mobile　phone　mail
capacity　of　enabling　them　to　u§e　it　in　any　places　while　doing　something　e18e，　is　highly　valued，　as
Dobashi　mentioned　in’　his　study　on　mobile　phone．use　df　Japanese　housewives（Dobashi　2005：224｝．
A　tnother　spoke　highly　of　this　feature　by　saying‘you　call　send　a　reply　to　someone’s　message　when
you　are　waiting　for　the　lcid’s　kindergarten　bus．’
　　　Furthermore，　for　them，8itting　in　front　of　the　PC　for　a　certain　length　of　time　without　beirig
disturbed　by　their　children　is　coコsiderably　difficult，　if　not　impossible，　given　that　they　have　little
time　away　from　tlleir　children．　The　housewife　who　prefers　to　use　the　e－mail　from　a　PC　told　me
that　she　can　check　the　e・mail　only　at　night　when　she　stays　up　after　I｝er　kids　fall　as！eep，　and　that
it　was　accordingly　difficult　for　her　to　respond　to　my　e・mail　immediately．　The　nature　of　PCs
requires　the　mothers　to　stay　in　a　fixed　place　for　a　certain　length　of　time　Without　being　disturbed
by廿1eir　ldds，　making　it　difficロlt　to　communicate　through　e－mail　constantly、　They　thus　perceive
that　e・rnail　from　PCs　is　not　a　suitable　means　for　regular　communication　during　the　period　of
infant　care．
Secondly，’most　of　int6rviewees　insisted　that　they　use　mobiIe　phone　mail　more　than　voice　calls
on　mobile　phones　and　landline　phones（ieden丘）．　As　exp】ained　in　the　next　section，　many　if　llot　nユost
of　their　mobile　phone　mail　correspondents　are　fellow　motllers　with　infants・Considering　their
tightly　organiz巳d　daily　routines　during　the　childrearing　period，　it　is　difficult　for　them　to　kllow
when　to　call　their　fellow’　mothers．　As　the　followillg　mother　who　works　part－time　at　a　supermarket
explains：
巳　Iet／e，，　is　the　recently　emergi1、9　wordしhat　refez’s　to　the　landline，01’honle　telephone，　in　contrast　with　tlle　niobile
ph。。e．　Th・w・・曲ゴ・・i・c…t・d　by　c。mbi・i・g　the　w。・d’・，…hi・h　m・…h。…，・11d　the　w。・舳・・…bbll・・i・・
　tiOn　for　d｛2ittva，　wllich　111eaTls　t｛三璽ephone．
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Reiko：1　sometimes　thinlc　it　would　be　faster　and　easier　to　call　them（rather　than　sending　mail
from　my　mobile　phone）．　But，　will　it　be　inconvenient　for　them　？Iam　wondering　if　her　kid　is
sleeping　or　not．　But，　if　I　send　mobile　phone　mail，　they　can　see　my　messages　at　their
convenlence．
　　　Mothers　are　very　careful　not　to　interrupt　the　sleep　of　their　fellow　mothers’children，　since、
they　share　the　feeling　that　the　tirne　when　their　1〈ids　are　sleeping　is　extremely　precious　for　mothers
of　infants．　That　is　ac亡ually　the　only　time　when　they　can　do　things　for　themselves　and　do
housework　they　cannot　finish　when　their　ldds　are　awake．　It　is　a1§o　in　this　context　that　mobile
phone　mail　is　perceived　as　a　highly　useful　means　of　communication　for　mothers　taking　care　of
infants，
　　　　Constructing　and　Maintaining　Networks　duドing　Childrearing　Period
　　　　　　　Those　housewives　interv量ewed　actually　make　use　of　a　fairly　limited　amount　of　availab】e
　　　　mobile　phone　functions．　Qf　these，　they　make　most　use　of　voice　call，　mobile　phone　mail，　internet
　　　　access，　the　alarm　clock　and　camera．　Housewives　mainly　access　the　internet　through　their　mobile
　　　　phones　to　download　chaletonero　or　chaiettttta（rirlg　tones　or　songs）and　to　obtain　coupons　for
　　　　restaurants，　A　few　of　the　housewives　frequently　download　popular　baby　songs　for　their　children’s
　　　　enjoyment．　One　interviewee　to！d　how　she　registered　her珈ゆile　phone　address　on　web　sites　where
　　　　she　can　obtain　various　sorts　of　information　regarding　childrearing，　but　her　case　is　the　exception
　　　　rather　than　the　rule．　Hou§ewives　ma｛nly　use　their　mobile　phone　camera　to　take　pictures　of　their
　　　　children，　and　then　send　these　pictures　through　mobile　phone　mail．　Despite　the　capacities　and
　　　　features　of　mobile’phones　in　Japan　being　highly　developed，　the　interviewees，　aside　from　their
　　　　Iimited　access　to　the　internet　and　taking　pictures　of　their　children，　follow　the　general　pattern　of
　　　　Japanese　mobile　phone　use（Matsuda　2005a：35），　by　almost　exclusively　limiting　their　use　to　vo｛ce
　　　　calls　and　mebile　phone　mai1．
　　　　　　　Regarding　voice　ca11，　ma1コy　heusewives　told　me　that　the　person　they　call　most　is　their
’　　husband．　The　content　ef　these　calls　is　usually　‘instrumental’　in　nature（Ling　and　Yttri　2002）．　They
　　　　tallc　mostly　about　their　schedules，　such　as　what　time　their　husband　will　come　home，　and　what　they
　　　　wi11　have　for　dinner．
　　　　　　　On　the　other　hand，　regarding　mobile　phone　mai1，　husbands　are　not　always　near　the　top　of　the
　　　　llst　of　those　with　whom　they　exchange　maiL　This　is　related　to　the　relatively　indifferent　attitudes
　　　　of　men　toward　mobile　phone　mail　in　genera1（cf．　Ling　2004：164）．　According　to　a　nationwide
　　　　survey　conducted　by　a　newspaper，　Japanese　men　tend　te　prefer　voice　calls　to　mobile　phone　niail．
　　　　Asking‘What　do　you　do　more，　make　voice　calls　or　send　mobile　phone　mail’，　male　respondents　who
　　　　answered‘voice　calls’totaled　52％，　while　among　female　respondents　the　figure　was　24％．　On　the
　　　　other　hand，　male　respondents　who　answered「mail’amounted　toユ3％，　while　among　female
　　　　respondents　the　figure　was　28％（Asahi　Shinbun　Sha　2004：146・7）、
　　　　　　　The　housewives’view　on　the　w註y　men　use　mobi】e　phone　mail　Oorresponds　with　this．trend．
　　　　During　the　jnterviews，　they　sometimes　expiained　with　laughter　how　inept　their　husbands　are　at
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sending　mobile　phone　mail，　for董nstance，　by　saying　’the　other　day，　he　typed　a　message　for　an　hour，
but　the　mail　he　made　was　only　two　or　three　lin6s　in　length［1aughs］ノ
　　　Given　the　relative　indifference　of　their　husbands　to　mobile　phone　mai1，　many　housew1ves
related　how　those　with　whom　they　exchange　mobile　phone　mail　most　are　their　female　friends．
Although　it　vvas　also　found　that　mobile　phones　sometimes　enable　them　to　keep　in　touch　with　their
old　friends　who　are　still　single，　many　of　the　friends　they　exchange　mail　with　most　are　those　who
also　have　infants，
　　　The　reasons　interviewees　stated　for　communicating　mostly　with　their　fellow　mothers　were，
firstly，　their　needs　to　exchange　various　kinds　of　information　regarding　childcare　witli　their　fellow
mothers　as　illustrated　below，　Second至y，　they　feel　they　have　less　common　interests　with　their
single　friends　after　they　have　children．　One　interviewee　said，‘I　got　a　mail（from　my　single　friend｝，
saying“we　are　having　goleon（a　party　to　provide　opportunities　for　groups　of　men　and　women　to
get　to　know　each　other）tonight”．　Mail　like　that　makes　me　feel　we　have　so　little　in　common’．
Furthermore，　they　insisted　that　in　order　to　mitigate　their　stress，出ey　want　to　air　and　share　the
discontents　they　fee1　from　their　relationships　with　their　parents－in－law．　The　interviewees　may　feel
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ロ廿1at　it　is　d｛fficult　to　share　this　sort　of　topic　with　their　sirlgle　friends．
　　　　Many　of　the　houseWives　interviewed　listed　two　to　five　fellow　mether－friends，　or，mama－toJno，
as　those　with　whom　they　exchange　messages　regularly．　Those　intimate　mothers　are　either　their
old　friends，　who　they㍉got　to　lmow　during　their　schooldays，　or　their　rlew　friends，　who　they　got　to
lcnow　after廿1ey　had　children．　One　interviewee　who　with　her　kids　used　to　vlsit　The　Support　Center
for　Childcare　established　by　the　city　government　explained　how　she　made　her　fe110w　mother・
friends　with　whorn　she　exchanges　mails　most　now．
Yol｛o：When　we　get　to　1｛now　each　other，　we　exchange（mo1〕ile　phone）mail　addresses、　Then，
she　sends　me　a　message　Iike‘1　will　go　to　the　Center，　won’t　you，’＿When　ve　talk　for　the　first
tゆe，if　we　have　semething　in　common，　then　we　exchange（mobile　pho亘e）mail　addresses．　For
example，　if　we　know　tha、t　our　houses　are　near．1say，‘we　are　neighbors，’and　ask・‘would　you
go　to　visit　and　see　the　kindergarten　witぬme？Because　1　am　pIanning　to　go．’Then，　I　ask‘do
you　have（a　rnobiIe　phone）mail（addre8s）～’We　exchange（珈oblle　phone）maiI　addresses＿
Usually　we　exchange　slips　of　paper　on　which　our（mobile　phone）addresses，　heme　addresses，
and　names　are　written，
　　　In廿1is　way，　mob11e　phones　faeilitate　the　construction　and　maintenance　of　networks　among
mothers　who　have　kids　in　the　sanユe　age　groups　through　regular　exchanges　of　mobile　phone　mails．
　　　Thisnetworl｛building　is　important　for　those　who　do　not　have　friend8　wlth　infants　in　the　same
age　groups　in　the　area　where　they　are　living　because　it　enables斌hem　to　gather　a　variety　of
information　regarding　childcare　in　the　area　This　is　particularly　the　case　for　those　who　are　not
originally　local　to　the　area．　Mothers　are　usually　supposed　to　gather　information　regarding
childcare，　such　as　reputation　of　kiIldergartens．　That　task　would，　of　course，　be　dlfficult　for　the
non－】ocals　without　the　networks　of　fellow　mothers　living　in　the　neiglユborhood．　A　mother　related
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that　she　is　extremely　lucky　becau§e　she　has　a　friend　who’was　a　neighbor　in　her　home　village．　This
old　neighbor　has　coinciClentally　conユe　to　live　in　the　new　neighborhood　after　getting　married　and，
incidentally，　has　a　child　of　the　same　age．　She　stated　that　tlley　always　go　to　visit　k｛ndergartens
together　and　exchanged　their　views　on　the　ldndergartens　they　visited．　However，　rnany　of　the
non－！ocal　housewives　are　not　as　lucl｛y　as　her．　It　is　accordingly　imperative　for　them　to　construct
networks　with　their　fellow　mothers　in　the　area．　As　shown　in　Yoko’s　case，　although　the　instltu・
tions　for　mothers　like　The　Support　Center　for　Childcare　in　Niigata　City　provide　opportunitie5　for
mothers　to　ge亡acquainted　with　their　fellow　mothers，　maintaining　and　strengthening　their　net・
works　are　made　possible　through　their　mobile　phones．
　　　The　contents　of　mail　exchanged　between　mothers　va：・y．　Information　regarding　childrearing
and　questions　about　daily　schedules　were　repeatedly　mentioned　as　typica正topics　in　mail　with
fellow　mothers　during　the　interviews．　Here　are　some　examples：
　　　With　whom　do　you　exchange　mebile　phone　mail　most？
Yuri：A　frienCl　’from　tny　high　school　days．　She　is　now　our　neighbor　and　gave　birth　almost　the
same　ti　me　1　did．　I　exchallge　mes3ages　mo8t　with　her．　t工am　going　on　a　5tro11（曽ith　my　Idds），
how　about　you　？’So，　we「d　go　on　a　stroll　together　with　our　lcids，　usually　for　about　an　hour．
Asuka：The　one　with　whom　1　exchange　mail　most　is　a　friend　from　my　high§chool　days．　Hef’
kid　is　as　old　as　my　secend　child，　She　lives　in　Nagoya（more　than　four　hour§by　train　from
Niigata）．　She　sends　me　mai1，　for　example，‘what　did　you　give　your　lくid　for　a　snack　when　he
was　one　year　old？’Ireplied‘When　my　older　ldd　was　one　year　oId，　I　always　thought　about
that．　But　for　my　second　kid，　if　the　older　one　gets　a　snack　that’s　not　good　for　a　one－year－old，
the　younger　one　also　gets　that，　So，　don’t　think　about　it　too　much’＿
　　　The　first　example　may　be　considered　as　a　case　of‘micro－coordination’（Ling　and　Yttri　2002）
among　them．　Giv巳n　that　their　daily　routines　are　tightly　orgarlized　and　their　fear　that　telephone
calls　may　disturb　their　sleeplng　l｛ids，　exchanges　of　this　sort　make　it　easier　to　arrange　their
meetirlgs　during　the　childrearing　period．　From　the　second　example，　it　is　found　that　they　obtain
some　information　regarding　childrearing　from　exchanges　of　mai1．　When　they　want　to　exchange
more　detailed　information，　thei1’excllanges　sometimes　develop　into　other　forms　of　communica・
tion，　sltch　as　phone　calls　and　fax　messages．　In　such　cases，　exchanges　of　mail　provide　a　starting
point　for　further　communication　regarding　childrearing　among　mothers．
　　　This　sort　of‘micro－coordination’and　exchange　of　valuable　information・through　mobile
phones　is　not　unique　to　the　rnobile　phone　use　by　Japanese　housewives　and　may　be　observed　in
different　settings．　Moreover，　the　phenomenon　of　rnobile　teIephony　facilitating　the　construction
and　maintenance　of　their　networks　is　not　limited　to　usage　among　housewives．　H⑪wever，　given　the
tightly　organized　daily　routi肥s　and　the　socially　isolated　conditions　under　wh｛ch　Japanese
mothers　take　care　of　infants，　the　impact　of　the　introduction　of　this　new　technology　upon　the
everyday重ife　of　Japanese　housewives　callnot　be　underestimated，　It　is　in　this　context　that　we
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should　consider　their　rnobile　phone　use．
Mobile　Phone　and　Family　Relationships
　　　In　this　section，　I　will　illustrate　how　housewives　use　mobile　phones　to　reorganize　their
relatienships　with　their　relatives，　Particular　attention　will　be　given　to　their　relationships　with
their　parents－in・law．
　　　During　the　interviews，　the　housewives　frequently　talked　about　their　relation§hips　wit1】亡heir
mothers－in－law　or　parents・in・1aw．　There　are　several　reasons　why　their　relatiollships　with　their
parents－in・law　are　considered　slgniflcarlt，　Firstly，　the　parellts　and　parents－in－laxv　are　usually　the
rnaill，　if　not　only，　ones　who　give　to　them　support　with　childrearing　ulユder　the　sociaUy　isolated
condition　of　childrearirlg　in　Japan（cf．　N工PSSR　2003：6）．　It　is　not　uncommon　that　couPles　choose
to　Iive魚ith　their　parents　in　order　to　get　support　raising　the　kids　despite　the　weU－1｛nown　diffi－
culties　associated　with　co・residence．　Even　when　Iiving　separately　from　their　parents，　it　is　found
that　niany　intervievVees　obtain　assistance　with　child1’ea1’ing　fエ噛om　tlieir　parents　and　parents－in・1aw．
This　is　especially　true　in　time　of　need，3uch　as　when　they　get　sick．
　　　Secondly，　it　is　found　that　the　houseWives　interv1ewed　are　well　aware　of　the　ideology　of
traditional　family　in　Japan，　or　ie，　which　gives　a　special　role　to　the　eldes亡son、　Under　the　ie
ideology，　the　eldest　son　and　his　family　are　expected　to　1三ve　with　his　parents、　The　eldest　son
usually　inherits　the　property　of　his　parents　and　succeeds　to　the　status　of　head　of　family・　典Lt　the
same　time，　he　becomes　responsible　for　supporting　his　parents　and　guarding　the　family　tombs．
　　　During　the　interviews，　the　pllrase‘because　he　is　the　eldest　son’was　repeatedly　used　by
housewives　when　explaining　the　present　make・up　and　future　arrangements　of　their　househo】ds、
For　instance，　one　interviewee，　who　Iives　in　her　parents’house　in　order　to　continue　her　jobs　and
whose　husband　is　the　eldest　son，　stated　that　she　is　very　worried　about　her　relatiollships　wlth　her
parents－in－1aw，　since　her　husband　would　normally　be　expected　to　live　with　his　parents．　In　this
way，　the　expectation　for　the　eldest　son　to　live　with　his　parents　is　well　recognized　amollg
housew1ves．
　　　　Given　that　their　parents　and　parents－in・1aw　are　significant　as　a　source　of　support　in　childrear－
ing　and　that　ie　ideology　is　recognized　among　t1ユe　interviewees，　the　issue　of　how　they　manage　to
keεp　relationships　with　their　parents・in・law　is　significant　for　housewives．　However，　their　struc・
turally　close　relationships　with　their　parents・in・laws　may　also　becOme　sources　of　conflict　with
them．　In　fact，　one　interviewee，　the　wife　of　an　eldest　son，　told　me　that　she　had　a　severe　conflict
with　her　husbaiid’s　nユother　regarding　their　household　a1’rangenlents．　According　to　her，　the　cause
of　the　confiict　was　their　decision　not　to　I量ve　with　her　mother－in－law　when　they　built　a　new　house．
During　a　per三〇d　of　continuous　quarreling，　she　frequent！｝・exch町nged　mobile　phone　messages　with
her　intimate　friend　wllo　also　Iives　with　her　husband’s　parellts．　As　she　explains：
We　always　exchange　complaints　abeut　our　family　relationships　through（mobile　phone）maiL
She　complains　about　her　father－in－law．　He　is　like　a　kid，　she　said，‘he　sa｛d　such　thillgs　to　me’，
or‘he　took　such　an　attitude，　what　do　you　think　about　it？’Like　that＿、vhen　they　have　severe
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quarrels，　I　get　a　Iot　of　mail　on　my　mobile　phone＿Ialso　sent　mail　about　nly　mother・in・law．
It　was　like，‘she　said　such　things　l　What　can　I　do　？’＿1　talked　with　my　friend，‘let’s　get　rid
of　our　stress　by　exchanging　mai1．’It　is　vεry｛mportant　to　have　friends　with　whom　you　ca鳳talk
about　things　that　you　cannot　tell　your　husband．　It　is　difficult　to　complain　about　his　mother
even　if　lle　also　has　confHct　with　his　mother、＿　If　we　tall｛on　the　telephone，　for　example，
sonユeone　may　overhear　that．
　　　In　this　case，　mobi16　phone　mail　provided　them　opportunities　to　complain註bout　the　stressful
relationship§with　their　parents－in－law，　without　being　noticed　by　their　families．　The　nature　of
mebile　phone　inai1　that　made　it　possible　to　communicate　silently，　is　highly　valued　here．　For　them，
mobile　phone　mail　is　a　considerably　significant　means　of　their　communication　with　their　fellow
mothers　not　orlly　because　they　do　not　have　to　consider　whether　children　of　their　friends　are
sleeping　or　not，　but　also　because亡hey　can　communicate　without　being　overheard　by　others．
　　　In　another　case，⑪ne　interviewee　d｛scussed　how　she　had　recoiled　from　the　frequent　landline
calls　from　her　mother・ln・law，　regarding　her　husband　and　her　childrearing．　The　interviewee
exp正ained　the　effects　of　her　mother・in－1aw’s　recent　mobile　phone　purchase．
Before，　I　got　her　telephone　calls　every廿1ree　days，　That　was　terrible．　But，　since　she　got　her
mobile　phone，　she　freqtiently　sends　me　mail　instead　of　making　landline　ca11s．，．．　Before，・宙e
talked　on　the　telephone　for　about　30　minutes．　But　receiving　and　sending　mails　is　very　easy．
She　sent　‘how　are　you　？’，‘we　started　this　activity’like　that，　I　send　her　pictures　of　my　children．
Interestingly，　she　has　come　to　really　like　it＿．1　feel　we　have　much　less　conflict　now．　We　had
much　conflict　before，　She　does　not　tell　me　directly，　but　I　got　her　complaints　from　my
husband．　But，　1　can　contact　her　more　easily　with　mail　now，　becaus年　1　can　send　rnessages　very
easi】y．　So　I　can　inform　her　of　my　situation　much　more　frequently　with　mail．　Then，　she　can
understand　my　situation　we11，　I　used　to　hesitate　to　tal】くwith　her　on　the　telephone，　because
Iwas　afraid　that　what　I　said　would　be　misunderstood．　So工couldn’t　tell　her　my　situation．
　　　　Living　separately　from　their　parents　is　one　of　the　ways　to　avoid　possible　conflicts．　However，
the　IaridHne　phone　has　enabled　these　parents　to　keep　frequent　contact．　Though　the　telephone　has
made重t　easier　for　young　couples　to　ask　about　childrearing　Problems，　it　alsoエnay　expose　them　to
undesirable　calls　from　mothers－in－law，　as　illustrated　in　the　above　case．　It　appears　especia11y　true
for　recentIy　married　young　couples，　who　have　fewer　siblings　and　fewer　children　than　their
counterparts　in　previous　generations，　that　the　pressure　of　the　couple’s　parents’attention　to　their
grandchildren　tends　to　become　greater．　In　this　context，　talking　with　her　mother・in4aw　requires
agreat　care，　s量nce，　from　her　words，　her　mother－in－1aw　May　find　faults　with　her　childrearing
practices．　Ironically，　for　her，　not　so　much　exchanges　of　mai1，　but　voice　calls　that　la3t　for　a　certa｛n
length　of　time　are　dangerous　in　that　some　words　in　their　conversations　may　be　m｛sunderstood．
Accordingly，　it　was　her　desire　to　avoid　thirty・minute・10ng　conversations　as　much　as　possible．
However，　by　dolng　so，　she　cou］d　not　tell　her　mother・in・1aw　her　situation　regularly，　Her　mobile
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phone　mai1　has　given　her　a　solution　for　the　dilemrna　whereby　on　the　one　hand　she　wants　to　avoid
her　long　conversation　in　order　to　not　be　misunderstood，　and　on　the　other　hand　needs　regular
contact　with　her－mother－in－law．　Mobile　phone　mail　enab］ed　her　to　keep　constant　contact　with　her
mother－in－law　without　haΨing　to　worry　much　about　misunderstand1ngs　she　1、ad　to　before．　By
exchanging　frequent　messages　with　her　mother－in・1aw，　sometimes　with　pictures　of　children，　she
manages　to　preserve　her　relationship　wi廿l　her　mother－in・1aw　in　a　subtle　way、
Reproduction　of　the　M6thering　Norm
　　　In　this　paper，1　have　illustrated　how　Japanese　housewives　use　mobile　phenes　in　their　everyday
lives　and　the　subsequent　effects　this　use　has　on　their　social　relationships，
　　　Mobile　phones　have　been　readily　adopted　by　many　Japanese　housewives　who　have　・infants　as
ameans　to　overcome　difficulties　of　communication　caused　by　their　tightly　organized　daily
routines　during　the　childrearing　period，　which　are　aptly　illustrated　by　the　phrase，‘always　with
kids　and　1　do　net　have　rny　own　time’．　It　helps　them　to　construct　and　maintain　networks　with　their
fellow　mothers，　and　enables　them　to　easily　exchange　information　regarding　childcare．　Fo：’those
who　have　stressful　relationships　with　their　parents・in－law，　it　also　becomes　a　tool　to　manage　these
relationships．　This　evidence　shows　that　rnobile　telephony　has　become　embedded　in　the　everyday
lives　of　Japanese　housewives，　and　that　it　has　been　appropriated　by　Japanese　hou＄ewives　to
manage　various　sorts　of　structural　constraints　imposed　by　childrearing　in　Japan．
　　　Many　of　the　features　of　their　mobile　phone　use，　however，　are　not　particularly　unique　to　them．
For　instance，　their　practices　of　‘micro・coordination’　by　making　use　of　mobile　phones　to　Cadjust　and
rework　a　person’s　schedule　and　movement’（Ling　2004　：　72）　is　generally　observed　in　people’s　mobile
phone　use．　Moreover，　the　trend　whereby　the　extent　of　their　regular　mail　partners　does　not　expand
beyond　mor6　than　two　to　five　intimate　friend」s　corresponds　to　the　phenornenon　of　formation　of
‘ful］・time　intimate　community’（Nakajima　et　al．1999）or‘telecocoon’（Habuchi　2005）among
Japanese　youth．　Previous　researches　into　the　mobile　phone　use’　of　youth　showed　that　the　capacity
of　mobile　telephony　to　develop　and　expand　people’s　networks　beyond　thelr　intimate　and　c正ose
circles　is　not　fully　utilized，　and　that　‘most　communication　gets　channeled　into　a　narrow　and　highly
selective　set　of　relationships’（lto　2005：10）．　However，　similarities　observed　in　mobile　phone　uses
by廿ie　subjects　who　occupy　different　social　positions．may　have　different　effects　on　their　respective
lives．　Given　that　the　interviewees　take　care　of　infants　in　a　socially　isolated　enVironment　and　that
they　need　to　expand　and　maintain　their　networks，　formation　of　‘full－time　intimate　communities，
among　them　sheuld　be　understood　a＄not　merely　the　results　of　their　selection　regarding　with
whom　they　form　intimate　relationships，　but　as　their　coping　strategies　to　deal　with　various　sorts
of　structural　constraints　on　them．
　　　However，　while　mobile　telephony　enables　them　to　cope　with　the　structural　constraints　of
childrearing　in　Japan，　it　seems　that　such　management　simultaneously　strengthens　their　identity　as
｛nユothers’or‘wives’．　The　content　of　their　mobile　phone　mail　mostly　involves　childrearing且nd
their　relationships　with廿1eir　relativeS．　Moreover，　almost　all　of　those　with　whom　they　exchange
mail　and　talk　are　fellow　mothers　who　also　have　infants．
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　　　　In　one　case，　an　interviewee　used　to　u＄e　her　mobile　phone　heavily　for　her　volunteer　activities．
For　her，　her　commitment　to　a　volunteer　group　that　rnanages　a　festival　in　Niigata　City　was　very
exciting，　since　she　could　Iearn　marly　things　from　her　fe！10w　volunteers　　　people　of　different
ages　with　a　variety　of　career　backgrounds．　However，　her　deep　commitment　to　the　volunteer
activity　endangered　her　relationship　with　her　husband，　who　once　considered　divorce．　At　the　time
of　the　interview，　she　had　come　to　limit，　for　the　most　part，　her　rnobile　phone・use　to　communication
with　het　husband　and　fellow　mothers．　In　this　case，　the　capacity　of　mobile　phone　to　expand　social
networlcs　once　helped　her　to　form　her　new　social　identity，　but　that　situation　did　not　last　long　due、
to　the　tellsion　with　her　husband．
　　　　This　case　suggests　that　mol）ile　telephony　has　rlot　become　a　means　to　emancipate　Japanese
llousewives　from　the　structural　constraints　on　them　in　Japan　that　prevent　them　from　hav量ng
differ6ηt　social　identities　other　than　mothers　and　wives．　Rather，　by　frequently　exchanging
messages　about　childrearing　and　their　relationships　with　their　relatives　and　by　forrning　‘full・time
intiTnate　cemrnunities，　with　their　fellow　rnothers，　it　has　helped　to　consolidat色their　identity　as
mothers　or　wives．　As　mentioned　above，　forming　‘full－time　intimate　communitie§’among　them　is
considered　to　be　one　of　their　coping　strategies　for　dealing　with　the　structural　constraints　of
childrearing．　However，　we　can　also　say　that　it　heIps　to　reproduce　the　existing　parental　nomユthat
actualizes　the　con§iderab】色concentration　of　responsibilities　of　child　care　dn　women，　by　con－
solidating　their　identities　as　mothers　or・wives．
　　　The　findings　are　consistent　with　those　of　prεvious　studies　that　pointed　out　the　reproduction
of　gender　inequaIities　consequent　upon　the　introduction　of　the　new　technologies，　including　the
mobile　phone（e．g，　Rakow　and　Navarro　1993）．　However，　in　this　paper，　I　hav毎limited　my
discussion　to　the　mobile　phone　use　of　housewives　during　the　infant　care　period．　The　effects　of
such　usage　on　people　at　different　life　stages　may　be　different　depending　on　the　social　contexts　that
shape　their　everyday　lives　and　identities．　In　order　to　understand　the　diverse　and　complex　effects
of　the　mobile　phone　upon廿le　social　relationships　and　identity　formation　of　Japanese　women　in
mo1’e　detail，　fur亡her　studies　on　their　use　at　their　different　life　stages　wi11　be　hecessary，
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